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UKRAINE WAR IN PROPHETIC PERSPECTIVE

“I looked and saw a windstorm [whirlwind] coming out of the North – an immense cloud
with flashing lightning...” Ezekiel 1 v 4

INTRODUCTION
Why didn’t we see this coming? All the voices speaking to us, the politicians, the social engineers, the
academics, the bureaucrats, the media commentators, are short-sighted thinkers.
From ancient times wise men knew history follows a predictable pattern in a long-term cycle. World
events are connected to verses in holy books and the position of stars. This insight was considered of
national interest. The most gifted seers, e.g. Joseph and Daniel, were promoted to high office.
Enlightenment thinking threw out the revelation of God. The wisdom of the ancients has been lost for
centuries if not millennia. Confidence in prophecy of God must be rebuilt from scratch. This paper takes a
long view of history in order to help readers see how prophecies unfolded that led to the Ukraine war.
In order to understand how the Ukraine War could happen after 75 years of peace in Europe we must
understand where we are in the long-term cycle of the position of the stars and inform that with Bible
prophecy. This paper will look at the span of prophecy since 1743 AD.
Only after reviewing the curve of prophecy over a long period of history can we have confidence to know
where we are in prophecy today, and how we can apply it to current events.

ASSUMPTIONS
Our main premise is the message of the stars and the message of the Bible are one. God put the stars in
place and named them. God inspired the Holy Scripture. Both originate in the mind of God and agree.
Astrology perverted the meaning of the stars. We have rejected it and rebuilt the divine meaning of the
heavenly signs. We have linked heavenly signs and stars to Bible books and chapters. All this will seem
foreign to the reader. Please be patient to hear this out. You will be wiser for it.
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REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
We are not asking the reader to take our word for it. We have published numerous papers detailing the
basis for each principle we use in interpreting Bible prophecy and star signs. (Links are pdf files)
One Verse is One Year of Prophecy:

Come Away My Love

Each Cycle of History is 762 years & Cycle began at 1st Passover:

Lord Stretches Out Heavens

Each Constellation has a Biblical interpretation:

Prov. 30 Wisdom of Solomon

Linking the Declination of a Star with Bible Chapters:

Vision of Nebuchadnezzar

Meaning of each of the 50 Constellations:

Star Signs (scroll to bottom)

Star Map with Prophetic Dates (1300 AD to 2062 AD):

Star Map with Dates

In addition to one verse equals one year of prophecy, one Bible chapter equals one year of prophecy.
Ezekiel is the prophet of our time. Ezekiel 1 is the 1992nd Bible chapter.1 Ezekiel 2 = 1993 AD, etc.

OBJECT OF PROPHECY
Prophecy deals with persons, nations, and events that have large consequences in human affairs. The
scope of prophecy is from the beginning of time to the end. This includes our present day.
Prophecy focuses on the descendants of Abraham. These include the physical descendants, those who
follow an Abrahamic faith, or who descend from those who followed an Abrahamic faith. This means
prophecy will concentrate mainly on the Middle East, Europe, and America. These are the places where
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity were born and spread.
There are a few Bible prophecies that speak of India and China. Since these places did not embrace any
Abrahamic faith they are not the main focus of the message of the stars or the Bible. The author of the
Bible is the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. He has written about the destiny of these peoples.
Since Ukraine is located in a place that was rigorously Christianized, we should find prophecies, in the
stars and in the Bible, speaking to current events there. But the goal of this paper is to trace the prophetic
trail that brought us to the entire current world situation, not just to the war in Ukraine.
It will greatly assist the reader to download ‘Star Map with Dates’ (link above). Prophecy in the stars goes
from right to left on the Star Map. For a given point of reference, the past is to the right, and the future is
to the left. 2022 AD is approximately the 6.78th Hour [roughly, beneath the feet of Gemini].
1

Starting with Genesis 1 = 1 AD we go through the Bible on a one chapter equals one year basis to Revelations 22 = 1189 AD.
We continue in a second cycle through Scripture. Genesis 1 = 1190 AD and continue on a one chapter equals one year basis
until Ezekiel 1 = 1992 AD (1189 + 830).
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PROPHECY DEALS WITH POWER
Who makes the rules around here? This is what Star Prophecy is about.
The Bible begins with a power sharing arrangement. God created this wonderful world, put Adam in it,
and made Adam the ruler of it. God ordained all living creatures in the world must submit to the authority
of Adam. God gave Adam power and pre-eminence. God limited Adam to occupying the Garden of Eden,
only a part of Eden, and a fraction of the space in the world at the time.2 God gave instructions to Adam
concerning what he was permitted to eat, and not to eat.
Adam disobeyed God and lost his position. God intervened with a sacrifice and Adam did not immediately
perish. There was a reshuffling of roles. A new power sharing arrangement began.
The cycle of prophecy began the moment Adam’s sin was covered by the sacrifice. Adam began his new
role as head of his family. He would die and descendants would take his place. The cycle of life is similar
to the cycle of prophecy in the stars in that leadership roles change over time.
Adam’s position as supreme ruler of the world is only one of many possible power sharing arrangements.
As we will see when we trace prophecy through the history of the Western world, the large number of
star signs, 50, tells us there are a great variety of power players in the heavenly drama. The length of a
cycle, 762 years, tells us many power sharing arrangements will occur over that time. One combination
of prophetically ‘active’ Star Signs will be replaced by a different one as time passes from Hour to Hour.

PROPHECY REVEALS SPIRITUAL ATMOSPHERE
There is a visible realm and an invisible realm to this Universe. We live in the visible realm but the state of
affairs in the invisible realm affects us greatly.
We can’t see the Jet Stream, the flow of air at the highest altitudes above earth. But the Jet Stream
significantly affects the motions of High and Low pressure systems which directly affects our weather:
temperature, air pressure, sunshine, rain, storms, hail, etc.
The Star Signs in the night sky are pictures telling us what is happening in the invisible realm. It may be a
beneficial spiritual atmosphere or a detrimental spiritual atmosphere: sunny or stormy, so to speak.
There won’t be a Bible prophecy or an alignment of stars that says Russia will invade Ukraine in February.
What we will see is the spiritual atmosphere changes from one where there is no willingness to attack our
neighbors to one in which there is. Previous to the change, Russia held back from attacking Ukraine. They
share an Orthodox faith, a history, a language, and an ethnicity. An attack is fratricide. After the change
Russian leadership has no conscience about it. In fact, they take some glee in it. {Of course, not every
Russian in a senior position agrees.}
2

See our paper ‘Garden of Eden’.
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SPIRITUAL ATMOSPHERE AFFECTS EVERYONE
When the circumstances in the heavenly realms align with a Star Sign the effects are felt everywhere in
the world.3 Nevertheless, the effects are most prominent in one of the power players on the scene.
During the current period of Russian aggression, roughly 2014 (Crimea occupied) to 2022 (Ukraine
attacked), we have seen tensions rise sharply in other places between people that share common bonds
of faith, history, language, and ethnicity. In this period in the United States a chasm opened between
people loyal to the Democratic Party and people loyal to the Republican Party. So much so that relatives
are cutting off other family members because of party loyalties. The animosity is bitter and growing more
acrimonious by the day. In China there have been riots in Hong Kong. In Canada there was an occupation
of the Capital by truckers upset with Federal health policy.

BIBLE AND STAR MAP GO HAND-IN-HAND
Multiple star signs are prophetically active in a given Hour. Star signs span multiple Hours. Some star
signs are less than one Hour, one star sign is more than nine Hours in duration [Ursa Minor].
Relying on the star signs alone, it would be difficult to pin down events on earth to a one year period or
less. Fortunately, God has provided Bible prophecy for one year spans. Relying on the one Bible chapter
equals one year premise, we have a whole Bible chapter of verses for each year in history. We ought to
read the stars and read the Bible hand-in-hand. Each supplies prophetic perspective to the other.
For example, the year Russia invaded Crimea was 2014. The 2014th Bible chapter is Ezekiel 23, the
account of two adulterous sisters: Oholah and Oholibah. They were both daughters of the same woman
who became prostitutes in Egypt. In the Bible a woman is a type of a nation or a people group, and a
prostitute is a type of religious group. Ezekiel says: “they became prostitutes in Egypt” (v.3) Egypt is the
land of Joseph, and Joseph is a type of Catholic Pope (or a derivative, such as an Orthodox Patriarch).4
Oholah’s lovers were Assyrians. Assyria is prophetic of Russia.5 The reader immediately realises the two
women must be the Russian Orthodox Church and the Ukrainian Orthodox Church. Both daughters
‘prostituted themselves’, got religious, in Byzantium times. Their mother was the Greek Orthodox Church.
The LORD prophesied “You will drink your sister’s cup… scorn, derision… ruin, desolation” (v32-33). The
LORD is highly displeased the Russian Orthodox Church plays puppet to Putin. But neither is the LORD
happy the Ukrainian Orthodox Church is so closely aligned with a government. God’s ministers owe
devotion and loyalty to God alone. These religious institutions have sent the LORD into a rage!

3

This is a big difference between our view of the impact of star signs and Astrology. Astrology says star signs affect individuals
depending on the birth month of their sign. We say star signs affect everyone who lives under them while they are above us.
4
See our paper ‘I am Joseph Your Brother’.
5
See our paper ‘Putin’s Russia in Prophecy’ (written in 2016)
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STAR SIGNS AND SPIRITUAL NUMBERS
The Star Map displays all the Star Signs in the Heavens pertinent to prophecy. The reader will notice each
Star Sign has a number beside it from 1 to 50. This number is the “ordinal” of the Star Sign.
Virgo is 1, Libra is 2, and so on for all the Star Signs on the path of the Sun [also known as the Zodiac] until
Leo which is 12. A unique ordinal belongs to all the rest of the Star Signs.
The ordinal of a Star Sign links it to the meaning of a Spiritual Number. It also links a Star Sign to a Bible
chapter in the Book of Genesis.
Genesis is the seed bed of all Bible prophecy. The chapters in Genesis match the heavenly Star Signs onefor-one. Here is a demonstration of the agreement between star prophecy and Bible prophecy.
The meaning of Spiritual Numbers and Star Signs are closely related. This is not a perfect match, but there
is an association.
The ordinal of a Star Sign also links that sign to a Bible Book. 1 Virgo = Genesis, 2 Libra = Exodus, etc.
For example, [Virgo] is the 1st Star Sign. We have assigned it the meaning “Seed of the Woman”. The
actual ‘Seed of the Woman’ is the Messiah, promised to be born of a Virgin. The 1st Chapter of Genesis
describes the work of the Creator to fashion the world out of nothing. The Spiritual Number 1 means “I
AM Lord”. [Virgo] is a depiction of a Virgin who conceived the Messiah immaculately. The Bible tells us,
the Holy Spirit came upon Mary and the Messiah left Heaven’s glory and transfigured into a fetus. He preexisted but to Mary appeared a baby in her womb seemingly out of nothing.
The number 1 is the miraculous whole number. There was no whole number before 1, only nothing. All
the rest of the numbers rely on 1 for their meaning and definition. Therefore 1 is in a sense, the ‘Creator’
number. 1 relies on no other number, because none were before it, so 1 is identified with the selfexistent eternal Godhead: ‘Hear O Israel, the Lord our God, the LORD is One!’.
The 1st book of the Bible is Genesis. As we have already stated, Genesis is the seed bed of Bible prophecy.
In a real sense, Genesis is the seed out of which all the rest of Scripture sprouts, blossoms, and bears fruit.
Now we have powerful tools at our disposal with which to test the hypothesis that history unfolds
according to a 762 year old cycle of star signs. All we need to do is to dive into History and make the tie-in
between Bible prophecy, Star Signs, and powerful forces shaping the world. When we have confidence in
our findings we can go to the next step and speculate what will happen in the future.
Readers who want more teaching on how verses ‘seed’ chapters and how chapters ‘seed’ books, please
read our paper: ‘The Sermon on the Mount’. The Word is living, active, and sharper than a sword!
We are currently in the 6th prophetic Hour. We will start our study in the 22nd Hour, a long time ago.
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22nd HOUR: ROYAL POWER TRANSCENDANT
In the Star Map the 22nd Hour starts in 1743 AD and extends to the 23rd Hour which is 1775 AD. The 22nd
Hour was a watershed moment. Relations between social classes were reaching a breaking point. Those
in power are oblivious to the tide of change that is about to sweep over their lives starting in the 23rd
Hour. They are busy competing for colonial possessions and sending armies and navies on campaign
against one another. They have lost touch with prophecy and think their world will never change.
The 22nd Hour power sharing arrangement is composed of five Star Signs, from highest to lowest:






40 Ursa Minor – Divine Right of Kings – European Royalty
48 Cepheus – Privileged Life in High Society – European Aristocrats
46 Pegasus – Seeking a Better Life – Traders, Craftsmen, Philosophers
6 Aquarius – Man Servant - Curse of a Low Life – Serfs and Slaves
26 Pisces Australis – One Great Fish – Religious Traditionalists

At this time in history Royal houses are ascendant in European affairs [Ursa Minor]. England, France,
Portugal, and Spain have large colonies on every continent. Russia has expanded as far East as the Pacific.
In North, Central, and South America European culture and religion has become dominant in society. The
population of indigenous people has suffered huge declines since first contact. The wealth of the colonies
is pouring back to Europe and enriching the royal thrones.
The lowest stratum of society [Aquarius] sees no benefit from continental wars and colonialism. While
aristocrats sip wine in their castles and estates [Cepheus], the poor live short brutal lives of drudgery,
sickness, hunger, and deprivation. Slavery is rampant across the world. The skilled classes, the
tradesmen, craftsmen, educated men yearn for a better life [Pegasus]. In the hope of owning land they
risk hazardous voyages across the seas. They stream out of Europe and migrate to the colonies.
Christian experience in Europe continues to be based on clergy-laity divisions [Pisces Australis]. The
Protestant Reformation and the Counter-Reformation have only succeeded in entrenching religious
divisions and perpetuating loyalty to large clerical denominations, whether Protestant or Catholic.
Sparks of genuine Christian faith still flicker in spiritually dark Europe. Souls who mourn the suppression
of laity in national churches yearn to gather freely. The stream of entrepreneurs and settlers flowing out
of Europe is joined by a parallel migration of pilgrims. As God’s faithful drain out of Europe, where are the
righteous men are left who will pray ‘God save the King’? Not too many of them. A bad omen.
Judgment of European Royal houses is about to fall. But they know it not.
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23rd HOUR: ROYAL POWER IS SHAKEN
In the Star Map the 23rd Hour starts in 1775 AD and extends to the 24th Hour which is 1807 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of six Star Signs, from highest to lowest:







40 Ursa Minor – Divine Right of Kings
48 Cepheus – Privileged Life in High Society
33 Cassiopeia – Disparity of Rich and Poor
46 Pegasus – Seeking a Better Life
7 Pisces – Free Fishes
6 Aquarius – Man Servant

During the 23rd Hour a sign from the previous Hour drops out: 26 Pisces Australis – One Great Fish –
Religious Traditionalists. The spiritual atmosphere has shifted. Blind loyalty to religion ceases to be a
power player in the heavenly drama. This is significant for Royal privilege, because religion teaches the
masses to respect authority. Religious Traditionalists still exist but they have lost mass appeal.
In 1776 AD the thirteen colonies of New England declare Independence from the British Crown. After a
revolutionary war, in 1783 AD the Treaty of Paris recognizes the United States as a nation. In 1792 AD the
National Assembly declares a French Republic. In 1793 AD King Louis XVI is beheaded.
Over most of Europe nations continue to respect Royalty [Ursa Minor] and Aristocracy continues to own
land and enjoy status and privilege [Cepheus]; but they are losing their grip on hearts and minds.
The acquisition of thirteen colonies of developed land by a Republic changed how wealth was distributed.
In Medieval Europe lands and titles were granted by the Monarch and could be retracted and
redistributed according to his whim. In America businessmen could become exceedingly wealthy and
keep it. In the pursuit of ‘happiness’ a class of nouveau riche would rise and spoil themselves with
luxuries. But many Americans would labor away on farms and in sweat shops. A great gulf widened
between the rich and the poor, especially in America, which persists to this day: Star Sign [Cassiopeia].
Freed from their Old World masters, settlers in the New World could own land and conduct business for
their own benefit [Pegasus]. It might not be comfort and glamour but it was better than Serfdom.
The Star Sign ‘Free Fishes’ [Pisces] appears. America choses a government with shared authority:
Executive, Judiciary, Senate, Congress, and State (the circle of five stars in Pisces). Religion has no place in
the system of government, but Christian faith {Fish Symbol} was welcome in the land.
The Star Sign for ‘Man Servant’ [Aquarius] ends this Hour. Slavery was abolished in Britain in 1807. The
Royal Navy patrolled West Africa and intercepted slave ships. Elimination of world-wide slavery had
begun. On plantations in Southern states it persisted but they were tacking against the wind.
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24th HOUR: INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
In the Star Map the 24th Hour starts in 1807 AD and extends to the 1st Hour which is 1838 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of seven Star Signs, from highest to lowest:







40 Ursa Minor – Divine Right of Kings
33 Cassiopeia – Disparity of Rich and Poor
28 Andromeda – Woman in Chains
46 Pegasus – Seeking a Better Life
7 Pisces – Free Fishes
41 Cetus – Beast From the Sea

During the 24th Hour a Sign from the previous Hour drops out: 48 Cepheus – Privileged Life in High
Society. The spiritual atmosphere changed. Aristocrats might still have land holdings but capital is shifting
into the hands of wealthy individuals, businesses, and banks. The Industrial Revolution is under way.
In Europe many nations continue to respect Royalty [Ursa Minor]. It remains the dominant power player.
Industrialists are concentrating wealth at a record pace: [Cassiopeia]. World output of finished goods is
increasing compared to pre-Industrial eras. New technologies are improving operating efficiencies.
As machines make traditional craft occupations obsolete men and boys in the city take dreary factory
jobs. This is the Star Sign [Andromeda]: Woman in Chains. The middle class is chained to low paying
unskilled jobs working for wealthy Industrialists and Magnates [Cassiopeia (directly above A. in sky)].
The hopes of settlers to make a better life [Pegasus] continue but it ends this Hour.
American freedom, represented by the Free Fish, is only a narrow width of the sky this Hour. Women
can’t vote, slavery is entrenched, and the poor have no social supports. It is a Dickensian scene.
The Star Sign [Cetus] makes its appearance. [Cetus] is associated with Greece. Greece was at the
forefront of philosophy, science and literature in the West. Enlightenment, based on Greek ideals of
learning, had already taken told hold in universities in the 18th Century. In this Hour, it was being adopted
as the basis for lower education. Whether in Monarchist Europe or in Republican America there was a
drive for mass education of youth based on curriculum favoring human reason not divine revelation.
Much remained to be done to achieve this goal but the work had started and was gaining momentum.
The Star Sign [Cetus] is very bad and its effect would be catastrophic in Hours to come. The Greeks were
pioneers in rational argument but not skilled at diplomacy. Scientific freedom sounds wonderful. But
human reason could not resolve the issue of what type of government is best. Opposing ideas would lead
to antagonistic ideologies. In true Greek fashion this would lead to wars over ideas.
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS AND LASTING EFFECTS OF STAR SIGNS
The tail of a comet is longer and wider than the chunk of rock or ice in its head.
The tail becomes dimmer and more dispersed the farther to the rear relative to the head.
This is a clue that a Star Sign has a lasting effect long after its stars disappear from the active Hour.
An Hour is a mere 32 years long. Many Star Signs span an Hour or two. Within a human lifetime, which is
two to three Hours, many Star Signs will be active in the Star Map.
We propose that the first appearance of a Star Sign in the Star Map is indicative of a change in the
heavenly drama to admit a new power player. To be a power player means the Sign has a noticeable
effect on the hearts and minds of humans in general and/or persons in leadership positions.
Take for example [Pisces]. Before 1776 AD, there was no American freedom and there was no [Pisces] in
the Star Map. The Star Sign [Pisces] first appeared in Hour 23: 1775 AD to 1806 AD. It has now been
almost 250 years and freedom is still present in America. This is an example of how long a ‘tail’ can be.
In the early years of America freedom was actively being shaped. The Constitution was being amended.
State constitutions were being amended. It took a hundred years after the first appearance of [Pisces]
before America progressed to the point of granting slaves freedom.
An entire cycle of 24 Hours is 762 years. Further investigation is needed to determine if the effects of a
Star Sign in one cycle can persist into the following cycle. The Author considers that unlikely. Star Signs
which appear in a cycle tend to be followed by Star Signs with reverse effects. For a very long time in
Europe traditional religions informed public opinions. In the 23rd Hour a new sequence of Star Signs
appeared which resisted and opposed that. Religious Traditionalists never disappeared, but they ceased
to be a power player and their grip on hearts and minds ‘tailed off’.
A thorough study of the Star Map for all the Hours through the many cycles of history would aid us in
refining how long the ‘tail’ of Star Signs is and how quickly effects disperse. More research is needed.
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1st HOUR: PANDORA’S BOX
In the Star Map the 1st Hour starts in 1838 AD and extends to the 2nd Hour which is 1870 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of seven Star Signs, from highest to lowest:








40 Ursa Minor – Divine Right of Kings
33 Cassiopeia – Disparity of Rich and Poor
28 Andromeda – Woman in Chains
8 Aires – Man of Distinction
7 Pisces – Free Fishes
41 Cetus – Beast From the Sea
43 Eridanus – The Grim Reaper

[Ursa Minor] ‘Divine Right of Kings’. Like a cork, a King is firmly pressed into the top of the bottle. The
people are the wine: they are oppressed in a bottle and yearn to be free. If the cork is removed, the wine
overflows the bottle, runs onto the ground and is spoiled. This Hour the cork is loose but has not popped.
[Cassiopeia] ‘Disparity of Rich and Poor’ occupies the bulk of highest heaven. Potent in arms, the British
wreak havoc in poorer countries: making war in Afghanistan, China, and India. These conflicts are less
about Imperial ambition and more about seizing valuable commodities and controlling trade. Insatiable
appetite for riches is elevating wealthy men at home and trampling on poor men both near and far.
[Andromeda] ‘ Woman in Chains’. The middle class, intelligentsia and bourgeoisie, put up no resistance to
travesties: unmoved by the suffering of others. National pride blinds them. Self-interest drives them.
[Aires] ‘Man of Distinction”. Otto von Bismarck unites Germany through adept diplomacy and short
decisive wars. He becomes the prototype of a non-Aristocrat that rises to national leadership.
[Pisces] ‘Free Fishes’ reaches its maximum size in the heavens. America completes expansion to the West.
After a war with Mexico a number of states are added including California. A second fish appears. U.S.
divides: North and South. From 1863 to 1865 the U.S. has a brutal Civil War but succeeds in reuniting.
(China also has a brutal Civil War: 1850 to 1864. The Taipei Rebellion results in 20 million deaths)
[Cetus] ‘The Beast from the Sea’ – Greek reason and ambition – have stirred the Sea of the collective
imagination. The Bible is on the shelf. Man is looking elsewhere for the meaning of life. Royals in Europe
are now figureheads. Led by Prime Ministers and Presidents, Greek democracy runs the nations.
[Eridanus] ‘The Grim Reaper’ appears this Hour. In 1848 Karl Marx publishes his Communist Manifesto
and the first Socialist Party appears in Germany in 1863. He thinks to abolish God, erase God’s laws, and
fashion a worker’s paradise. This is the doctrine of the Devil and in due time will unleash Hell on Earth.
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2nd HOUR: TWO BASKETS OF FIGS
In the Star Map the 2nd Hour starts in 1870 AD and extends to the 3rd Hour which is 1902 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of five Star Signs, from highest to lowest:






40 Ursa Minor – Divine Right of Kings (Royalty)
42 Perseus – Accuser of Brethren (Slander) [Propaganda]
8 Aires – Man of Distinction (Diplomacy)
41 Cetus – Beast From the Sea (Human Reason)
43 Eridanus – The Grim Reaper (Communism) [Authoritarianism]

Three signs from the previous Hour drop out: [Cassiopeia], [Andromeda], [Pisces]. The effects of these
signs have not disappeared - just reached a mature shape. See ‘Tail of Comet’ discussion on page 9.
[Ursa Minor] ‘Divine Right of Kings’ – has reached its final hour of influence as a major player in the night
sky. Late in the Hour the role of highest power and authority in the heavens transitions to [Perseus].
[Perseus] ‘Accuser of Brethren’ – If you want to cause trouble, mistreat people cruelly. At the end of this
Hour [Perseus] begins deep in the “The Cave”. Adolf Hitler is born in 1889. A bad omen.
[Aires] ‘Man of Distinction’. Otto von Bismarck finishes his project of uniting and empowering Germany
by provoking France to a war then defeating them handily. More importantly the minds and hearts of
Germans are now open to a Messiah figure that champions Germany and makes war.
[Cetus] ‘Beast from the Sea’. This Hour we see the head of Cetus – a ring of five bright stars. Greeks are
argumentative and ambitious. How could peace be maintained among this rowdy crowd? Crafty
Bismarck created alliances with neighbor nations: a ‘Ring of Stars’. He strove to achieve a balance of
power on the continent. Rational actors would see if success can’t be assured then the cost of war is
prohibitive. (This mirrors the resilience of the American system of government where power is balanced.)
[Eridanus] ‘The Grim Reaper’. Upsetting diplomatic plans for peace was a radical new idea: Communism,
a plan for world conquest by a series of worker revolutions. The intent was to upend the entire world
order, eliminate social classes, and do so with violence. Socialism began in Germany. Bismarck appeased
Socialist parties by granting workers more rights. [Eridanus] began to ascend upward in the Star Map, as
Socialism gained recognition and popularity among the working class.
During this Hour Jeremiah prophesied “the LORD showed me two baskets of figs in front of the temple of
the LORD. One basket had very good figs… the other had very bad figs”. (Jer. 24 v 2) = 1872. Greek
argumentation leads to a political discourse that produces rivals with strong feelings. The Accuser of the
Brethren was coming who would stoke the flames of division and hatred further. Two opposing Alliances
(‘baskets’) of nations (‘figs’) in Europe would arise. There would be a world war in the next Hour.
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3rd HOUR: WILD BULL RAGES
In the Star Map the 3rd Hour starts in 1902 AD and extends to the 4th Hour which is 1934 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of four Star Signs, from highest to lowest:





42 Perseus – Accuser of Brethren (Slander) [Propaganda]
8 Aires – Man of Distinction (Diplomacy)
9 Taurus – Wild Bull (Jingoism) [Nationalism]
43 Eridanus – The Grim Reaper (Communism) [Authoritarianism]

It is a powder keg set to explode.
[Perseus] ‘Accuser of the Brethren’ expands to full size. As the most senior Star Sign in the Hour, its
effects dominate the spiritual atmosphere of Europe. A virtual cloud of ghouls pours forth from ‘The
Cave’ – stoking every evil in the hearts of men: fear, anger, hate, accusation, confrontation, conflict.
[Perseus] is also in the shape of a military helmet. World War I erupts and stagnates into a multi-year
slugfest: costly in lives, military and civilian; spanning the whole continent.
[Aires] ‘Man of Distinction’ abruptly ceases early in the Hour. Polite talk and diplomacy is off the table.
[Taurus] ‘Wild Bull’. In 1890 Kaiser Wilhelm II dismissed Chancellor Bismarck and took direct control of
Germany’s policies. The Kaiser was vehemently nationalist and bellicose. In 1900 he gave a speech to
troops departing to fight in the Boxer Rebellion: “Should you encounter the enemy… no quarter will be
given! Prisoners will not be taken! …Just as the Huns under King Attila made a name for themselves’.
[Eridanus] ‘The Grim Reaper’. This Sign is huge this Hour. Multiple strands appear. In 1917 there is a
Russian Revolution where Communists seize power. Later Stalin replaces Lenin and an authoritarian
version of Communism develops in Russia. In 1918 Germany changes to a Republic. Out of the ashes of
hyperinflation and post-war unemployment National Socialism is born. Nazis were right wing fascists, but
retained socialist elements including subordination of personal interests for the common good, a role for
the government in economic stimulus, nationalization of some industries. Socialist experiments appeared
in Italy, Persia, Argentina, and Mongolia. Communist parties were established in all Western countries
plus Brazil, Chile, and Indonesia.
[Eridanus] lived up to its name. Socialist revolutions met stiff resistance from entrenched loyalists, took
years to resolve, and cost millions of lives. Socialist mismanagement resulted in famines which cost
millions of lives. Periodic Communist purges cost millions of lives. Not to mention the agony of loss of
personal freedoms. Countless innocents were banished to remote gulags.
The Communist symbol is the ‘Hammer and Sickle’. [Eridanus] is in the shape of a Sickle!
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4th HOUR: FIELDS ABLAZE
In the Star Map the 4th Hour starts in 1934 AD and extends to the 5th Hour which is 1965 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of four Star Signs, from highest to lowest:





42 Perseus – Accuser of Brethren (Slander) [Propaganda]
9 Taurus – Wild Bull (Jingoism) [Nationalism]
45 Orion – Male Goat (Rule of Law) [Rights & Freedoms]
43 Eridanus – The Grim Reaper (Communism) [Authoritarianism]

[Perseus] continues as the senior Sign and its stars, albeit dimmer, extend across most of the 4 th Hour.
(Click on link above for detailed star map of P.) This means all the accusations which [Perseus] spewed
out in the 3rd Hour continued in the 4th Hour. In other words, the accusations weren’t resolved in the 3rd
Hour. [Perseus]’s accusations had ignited the raging of the Wild Bull [Taurus] in the 3rd Hour and this
resulted in World War I. All this primal passion continued into the 4th Hour in the form of World War II.
Although Germany and Japan were defeated in WWII, hostility between super powers was unabated.
Fields burned with fuel supplied by Propaganda [Perseus] and Nationalism [Taurus]. In 1950 North Korea
attacked South Korea. U.S. entered the war and pushed NK back to the border with China. China entered
the war. Russian supported NK. It was a horrendous war with millions of deaths and vast destruction.
The Star Map informs us the bright star Aldebaran in Taurus corresponds to 1953. This indicates a
seminal event, which was the end of the Korean War. Super powers would not declare war on each other
again. There would still be proxy wars, e.g. Vietnam. Blazes continued in the fields.
As the 4th Hour came to a close [Orion] entered the picture. The first star is π3 Ori [1960]. A transition
began in the minds and the hearts of the masses. The conflict between the superpowers became a cold
war. The rhetoric toned down. People’s attention shifted and they chose to be self-indulgent. The
popularity of drugs, music, consumerism, and anti-war sentiment rose.
[Orion] is the 45th Star Sign. The spiritual number 45 means “PRESERVED LIFE (Barely Survived)”. Jesus
said about the Time of the End: “If those days had not been cut short no one would have survived” (Matt.
24 v 22). Nuclear proliferation spread in the 4th Hour: US (1945) Russia (1949) UK (1952) France (1960).
New nations were born in this Hour, notably India (1947) Pakistan (1947) Israel (1948) and the People’s
Republic of China. Germany was divided into East and West. Other European nations maintained their
boundaries but oriented their security arrangement with the Warsaw Pact or with NATO.
In 1957 the Treaty of Rome was signed by six large Euro nations. It took steps toward economic union.
Bismarck used the cost of war as a disincentive to motivate sovereign powers to keep the peace. This new
approach used economic development as an incentive for keeping the peace but diminished sovereignty.
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5th HOUR: EUROPEAN UNION
In the Star Map the 5th Hour starts in 1965 AD and extends to the 6th Hour which is 1997 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of four Star Signs, from highest to lowest:





35 Auriga – Melting Pot (Mono Culture) [Former Traditions, Beliefs, Identities Dissolve]
9 Taurus – Wild Bull (Jingoism) [Nationalism]
45 Orion – Male Goat (Rules Based Order) [Rights & Obligations]
23 Lepus – Death Trap (If You Transgress)

In explaining Nebuchadnezzar’s vision Daniel said ‘You O King are the King of Kings… you are the Head of
Gold’ (Dan. 2 v 37-38) ([Auriga] is shaped like a Head). Babylon was a Melting Pot. For example: They
brought in Jews, trained them in local language and customs then gave them work to do. (Daniel 1)
Europe was devastated by World War II. Nations were highly motivated to accelerate economic growth
and development. The European Union achieved this by reducing trade barriers and travel restrictions,
adopting a common currency, and electing representatives to make laws for all members. The number of
countries in the Europe Union kept growing. Higher incomes and quality of life were intoxicating. Nations
traded a great deal of independent decision making to join the EU.
[Taurus] the Wild Bull still appears in the sky albeit in a narrower band of stars. The cultures, traditions,
and beliefs of various nations in Europe are so ingrained they couldn’t be dissolved in one Hour of
prophetic time. Notably, after the Soviet Union collapsed, Russia retained its sovereignty.
[Orion] the Male Goat appears in all his glory. Nations were confident they could sacrifice sovereignty
because their rights were protected by the universal acceptance of a Rules Based International Order. An
historic parallel is the ancient Greek Empire of Alexander which maintained a centralized military,
taxation, and legal architecture while permitting diverse nations to peacefully coexist and trade.
[Lepus] the Death Trap appears beneath [Orion]. In this Hour all who depart from the Rules Based Order
will fail. It is notable that in the 5th Hour all aggressors in military conflicts are losers. In 1965 the U.S.
enters the war in Vietnam and finds itself in a death trap from which it must retreat. In 1967 and 1973
Israel is attacked and the aggressors lose both times. In 1979 the Soviets invade Afghanistan but
withdraw in defeat. In 1991 the U.S. attacks Iraq and after years of wasted blood & treasure must retreat.
Nebuchadnezzar was given the title ‘Head of Gold’ and ‘King of Kings’. During the 5th Hour the number of
billionaires sky rockets. Corporations and businessmen become so rich and powerful they can influence
politics by funding or de-funding political campaigns. Vast corporate entertainment and media empires
become the key opinion shaper for generations of youth. Traditional voices of reason, religion and family,
are drowned out. The [Auriga] Melting Pot becomes so extreme the traditional roles of men and women
dissolve, even the definition of marriage dissolves. Such is the power of a senior Star Sign.
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6th HOUR: BACKLASH AGAINST AUTHORITY
In the Star Map the 6th Hour starts in 1997 AD and extends to the 7th Hour which is 2029 AD.
A new power sharing arrangement arrives, composed of five Star Signs, from highest to lowest:






10 Gemini – Brothers In Arms (Civil Unrest)
45 Orion – Male Goat (Rules Based Order)
36 Canis Major – Street Bully (Psychopath)
50 Argo Pupis – Leaders Discredited (Trust in Social Institutions is Lost)
39 Argo Carina – Hot Dry Desert Sand (Social Breakdown)

A huge shift in spiritual atmosphere! Three Signs exit [35,9,23]. Four Signs enter [10,36,50,39].
[Auriga] is no longer the senior Sign. Melting Pot is still strong by virtue of the Comet Tail effect.
[Gemini] is the senior Sign. Erasing cherished beliefs, identities, and roles has touched a raw nerve. The
backlash ranges from distrust in authority to demonizing authority. Government can please no one.
Everyone is offended. Differences used to be resolved by debate in public assemblies. Now legislators
defame one another and fist-fights break out between them. People march in the streets in protest.
Counter-demonstrators march in the streets against the protestors. In professional sports some athletes
are so fed up they will no longer stand at attention for the singing of the national anthem.
Civic Unrest extends beyond local Government to a desire to upset the Global World Order. Terrorist cells
spontaneously generate. In 2011 the Trade Towers in NYC collapse from the impact of hijacked airliners.
[Orion] drops away but the space next to it in this Hour is vacant. It isn’t replaced, the effect is still strong.
[Canis Major] arrives. Barking, snarling and biting: at the head of a swarm of volatile angry people.
Populist politicians burst on the scene in Europe & US. This is the political force harnessing the angst and
discontent simmering in the general population fueled by the influence of [Gemini]. E.G: Donald Trump.
[Argo Puppis] is low in the sky. It is dark days. The corruption of high office is public knowledge. The
Pope resists disciplining bishops who are sexual predators. Johnson enjoys drunken parties at No. 10
while the rest of the UK is in lockdown. A member of the Royal family pays to settle a sexual assault claim.
Donald Trump pays off a porn star for silence. The apple is rotten at the top. It must soon rot through.
[Argo Carina] is the lowest Sign in the sky! If the highest Sign in the sky is U. Minor (Divine Right of Kings):
[all authority invested in one man] then the lowest Sign in the sky [A. Carina] is no authority invested in
any man. It is complete breakdown of social order: Fathers eat the sons. Sons eat the fathers.
Our meaning for [A. Carina] is “Hot Dry Desert Sand”. Global warming changes weather for the worse.
Tornados, forest fires, droughts ravage the earth. The 39th Sign is “Disease”. Pandemics beset us.
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WHY IS THE INVASION OF UKRAINE NOT A SURPRISE?
We have now reviewed prophecy from 1743 AD to the present day. With that under our belts we can
explain how it is possible that Ukraine could be invaded.
First, we realise we are in the 6th Hour. This means there is a backlash against the authority of public
institutions and agreements between nations that have provided world stability since World War II.
In 2022 Russian President Putin began to publish irrational paranoid rants against Nazis in Ukraine, how
Ukraine is not a real country, and how expansion of NATO threatens the existence of Russia. Putin is a
Mafia style Godfather boss in charge of a criminal organization of billionaire oligarchs. Up to now he
pulled strings behind the scenes and polished his public image. Suddenly Putin molted his skin and
emerged as the proto-typical “Street Bully” figure we would expect the Sign [Canis Major] to spawn.
Ukraine did not help her chances of avoiding a war with Russia. Ukraine toppled the corrupt Russian
sponsored President which guaranteed her alignment with Russian interests. Ukraine is a sovereign
nation but she is not a Superpower. Ukraine came under the influence of [Argo Carina]. She channelled
the spirit of Western Feminism which stridently demands it is her right to decide her own destiny. She
insisted her wish was to leave the sphere of influence of Russia and join NATO. The West urged her on.
The concept of Sphere of Influence (SOI) has been well established in global Superpower relations since
the Cuban missile crisis. America deployed missiles in Turkey aimed at Russia. Russia then deployed
missiles in Cuba aimed at America. Thanks to diplomacy a nuclear war was averted. Both Superpowers
withdrew their missiles. It was mutually understood that to preserve peace Superpowers must allow a
SOI: a geographic buffer zone around a Superpower where rival military forces are never deployed.
Thus, the West made a singular miscalculation in permitting NATO to encroach into nations near Russia.
Russia was invaded twice by European powers: by Napoleon and by Hitler. Russia is understandably wary.
By encouraging Ukraine the West broke the SOI convention which has long preserved international peace.
But was it a calculation at all? The contest between East and West is not like a board game where two
players sit in chairs, make decisions, and move pieces. Eastern powers, China and Russia, are
Authoritarian. But Western powers, US and Europe, are Democratic. Democracies are inherently chaotic.
Leaders change frequently. Policies flip-flop depending on the leader elected and the party in power. This
milieu is susceptible to decisions driven by urges rather than sober thought of long term consequences.
[Orion] (Rules Based Order) is the glue that holds democracies in the West together. [Orion] is fading fast.
In the 7th Hour [Orion] will be repudiated. [Gemini] (Civil Unrest) is rampant. Masses of people reject the
authority of Government. Example: Jan. 6 2021 Capital Riot in U.S. [A. Pupis] (Leaders Discredited) is
accelerating the process. In time, [A. Carina] (Hot Dry Desert Sand) will finish the demolition of the West
as we know it. A disgruntled upset general public will melt down. There will be disease, famine, and the
sword. The author believes the Rapture will occur in the 7th Hour.
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